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CORRIGENDUM
Ž .Volume 219, Number 2 1998 , in the article ‘‘A Stone Space Approach
to the Existence of Bounded Common Extensions,’’ by E. D’Aniello, K. P.
ŽS. Bhaskar Rao, and R. M. Shortt, pages 442454 doi:10.1006 jmaa.
.1997.5831 :
1. In the abstract Example 4.4 should be Example 4.5.
2. On p. 444, line 12, AB should be AB.
Ž . Ž .3. The implication iii  iv mentioned on pp. 444 and 451 was
 originally established in 7 .
4. On p. 445, lines 18 and 19, R should be R.
5. On p. 448, lines 1519, we apply the fact that every bounded
charge has a unique extension to a Baire measure on the Stone space.
6. Lemma 4.4 on p. 452 only holds for n 2 but the result that we
derive from it still holds since the following lemma holds.
LEMMA 0.1. Let F be an element of F. Then F can be written as a unionn
where the nth coordinates are disjoint elements of F .n
s Ž j jProof. For n 2 the result is obvious. Let F D  . . .Dj1 1 n
. s Ž j j . j j X  . . . then F E D  X  . . . , where E Dn1 j1 n n1 1
j . . .D . The assertion follows the validity of the result for n 2.n1
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